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Benefit Party
Held in Keller

This past week a visitor io the Hollins

mruming~ninehehddaspecialp~

for the Aesthetics class, and at eleven
one for the Language students. At the
latter he stressed the importance of
listening to music keenly from the point
of view of form and emotion. He then
played selections from Wagner's "Tristan
and Isolde" in which he called to attention
the Tristan motif, the Isolde motif, the
fate motif and the day and night motifs.
Later he showed the presence. of the
Tristan theme in the Golliwog's Cakewalk by Claude Debussy.
Thursday night at Convocation he
gave a long program for the entire
campus. This program, called "Parallels
and Contrasts," demonstrated the ways
in which different composers would write
a prelude, a gavotte, a nocturne, or an
etude. The program was as follows:
PRELUDES:

Fragment of a Suite', , ..... . .. ., ' ,Bach
Prelude in E minor, , , . , , .. Mendelssohn
Seven Preludes from Opus 28 , , . Chopin
Prelude-La Cathedrale
engloutie , . ... . ... . . .. . . , . . Deb~ssy
GAVOTTES:

From a French Suite .... . . . .... . Bach
From" Iphigenia in Aulis" . ... , ,Gluck
From opus 12 ..... , . , . . . .. ,Prokofieff
Gavotte with Musette from
Suite .. .. . .' , .. . . , .... . , .. .. d' Albert
NOCTURNES:

Nocturne in F ............. Schumann
Nocturne in C ............ . .... Grieg
Nocturne in C sharp minor .. . . ,Chopin
ET.UDES:

Study in D ... . . . ... . ... ' .' . .. ScarlaUi
Three Etudes in F ... ..... . .... Chopin
Concert Etude in 0 flat .. . . . .. . . . Lislt
Study in Black and White
II Polka Dots" . ......... . .. Hodgson

o umns

WAR
BONDS
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Recitals Given by
Hugh Hodgson
campus was Mr. Hugh Hodgson, a
pianist, who heads the Fine Arts Department of the University of Georgia and is
a native of Athens, Ga. Madame Stepanoff, of Berlin, completed Mr. Hodgson's
piano training, begun early, and brought
to this point by his oldest sister. Mr.
Hodgson followed the family tradition,
receiving his degree from the University
of Georgia. His graduate work was attained at Columbia University and at the
Guilmont School of Organ under William
Carl. Theoretical music was pursued under
the guidance' of Ralph Leopold, Rubin
Goldmark, and, more recently, under
Arnold Schoenberg.
During his visit to Hollins, Mr. Hodgson gave several recitals during the morning hours for the enjoyment and benefit
of the students. In these recitals, before
playing, Mr. Hodgson always explained
the music to the students for he felt that
there was no sense In playing music if the
audience did not understand it.
On his Wednesday morning program,
Mr. Hodgson stressed fundamental color
of tone as produced by the Classic School,
and sustained emotional tone as produced
by the Modern School. As examples of
17th century music , he played several
compositions written by Scarlatti for the
harpsi~hord. Then, to show the development toward the sustained tone, he played
some dance suites by Bach in which the
sustained note was made simply by playing the same note over again. Following
this he played some examples of the
Modern School for the piano showing its
emotional color and free rhythm. For
instance, six little compositions by Arnold
Shoenberg, a contemporary, played by
Mr. Hodgson, demonstrated the emotional effects obtained by peculiar
rhythms; changes of key and tone combinations.
Wednesday night at nine o'clock Mr.
Hodgson played some duets with Miss
Fishburne, a member of the Music Department of Hollins College. Thursday

'BUY

Dr. F. P. Gaines
Addresses Campus
On December 9, Dr. 'Francis P.
Gaines, President of Washington and Lee
University, spoke at a convocation in
recognition of the honor students. Until
this year, it has been the custom to have
an annual banquet at the Hotel Roanoke
for the honor students and members of the
faculty. ' This year, however, a new plan
has been tested to give the entire student
body the privilege of hearing the exceptionally fine speakers . .
Dr. Gaines is in great demand as a
speaker not only on academic occasions
but also at civic meetings such as the
Chamber of Commerce. Besides being
President of Washington and Lee, he is
chairman of the State Planning Commission.
Fifteen years ago, when he was President of Wake Forest College, Dr. Gaines
first spoke here at the opening of the
college session. Since then he has appeared
here many times, the last during the
Centennial year.
In his speech Dr. Gaines stressed the
responsibility and challenge to students
of special merit in this war wot:ld. After
the convocation a reception was held
in the Green Drawing Room at which
time the honor students and members of
the faculty had the opportunity of meeting
Dr. Gaines.

Tuesday night, December the 14, there
will be a' party given in Keller for your
entertainment, but more especially for
the benefit of the men in the hospital at
Camp Pickett. Therefore, the admission
to this party is a present suitable for a
man in the service-a present that will
cheer up some one who is spending
Christmas in the hospital away from home.
These gifts are not to be very expensive,
but merely some small article priced from
75t to $1.00 that will let a service man
know that someone is thinking of him,
and is trying to make his Christmas as
bright as possible. As small as your gifts
may seem they are of the greatest importance in cheering these soldiers and
will be greatly appreciated by these men. '
There will be n;freshments served, and
card tables set up for those interested in
bridge. So, Tuesday night about ' 9:00
o'clock, when you've almost finished your
packing, come down to Keller, fLnd join in
singing some Christmas carols around the
tree, and join in the Christmas spirit by
contributing your gift which will bring a
note of cheer and brightness into the
hearts of.those who so deserve it.

Christmas Tea
To Be Held Sunday
T~ough we are a little beyond Santa
Claus and the mysteries of Christmas
that once haunted us in our youth, not a
one of us is too old to still tingle with
delight at a famous old Christmas story.
No holiday of the year is more highly
decorated with festive tales than this one.
Let us all get into the Christmas
spirit S~day afternoon around six
o'clock in the green drawing-room as Miss
Blair reads to us a well-loved Christmas
story.
Who knows, maybe she will
choose Dicken's II Christmas Carol" this
year!
.
Miss Maddrey, too, has a gift for us in
her annual Christmas tea between four
and five-thirty the same afternoon and
the same place as the story.
So, come · Freshmen, Sophomores, and
upper-c1assm'en! Come join with us all
for a stimulating cup of hot tea and a
bite to 'e at before the lovely old Christmas tale which vividly brings the season
and what it means before our eyes.

Juniors Entertain
Service Men
Though they know what wily wolverettes we are, the benevolent Juniors,
taking th~ir cue from good St. Nick, are
giving a dance for the service men, and are
cordially inviting the whole school. Of
course you are in a frenzy to know all
possible information, so: It is to be on the
evening of December II, from eight until
twelve, in the Gymnasium and is to be
informal. Naturally such an affair as this
needs capable management, and when you
know the committees with their chairmen,
you will be sure that it is just bound to
be a success.

Reception CommiUee:

•

Chairmen: Nancy J. Cox', Martie Davis,
Emma Read, Mimi Smith.
Committee: Midge Demarest, ,Cis
Davidson, Molly Crosby, Lynn Hymans,
B. K. Hendrix, Fran Norvell, Anne Bryan,
Maggie Barnwell, Murph Barnes. ,

Dec!)rations:
Chairmen: Merille Hewitt, Ginger
Shaw.
Committee: M. A. Thomas, Elizabeth
Bradley, B. Chambliss, Marcie McNulty,
B. A. Lentz, Jane Pande, Jean Findlay,
Lucy Slaughter, Sally Sandborn, Beverly
Brune.

Refreshments:
Chairmen: Jane Dempsy, Betty Martin.
Committee: Lee Echols, Kitty Ford,
Betty BasSett, Shirley Campbell, Judy
Henebry, Ann Johnston, M. A. Weatherspoon.
Perhaps you. are wondering if you can
bring your date. Certainly, if he has on a
uniform. It's being giv~n for him. And if
he couldn't come up this week-end, why
no~ put in a bid for a dashing young
gentleman. Who knows, you might meetyour "to be" right here at HoI Col. So
grab your twenty-five cents (whether
with or without a date), and come on over.
See you -there I.

Music Students to Give
,R egular Monthly Recital
On Friday afternoon at five o'clock,
December eighth, another in the series of
student recitals was held in the Chapel.
The program consisted of:
VOICE:

IIPeace on Earth, Good Will to Menl l
is Dream of War:'Torn World This Year
It doesn't take snow to make Christmas.
No, Christmas is a spirit. It is the
souvenir of a divine birth ... Many long
years ago, a Savior was born in the Town
of Bethlehem, under the Eastern star, and
three kings .came forth bearing gifts from
afar.
Now, ,in 1943, there are scarcely three
kings left in the world that are capable of
offering gold or frankincense or myrrh.
Kings nowdays are puppets, guided by
hands that are not divine. Countries find
it difficult to lay aside their mourning
bands ' and rejoice, but they will. The
memory of Him who died to save mankind
is stronger than any more recent, more
vivid memory that came from the Orient.
As children, we used to have stories
read to us about the manner in which
others our age celebrated the 25th of
December. We could clearly see the little
French child putting his sabot outside the
door for the good Saint Nicholas to fill
with fruit and sweets, or the German
/rinder anxiously awaiting the entrance of
Klaus with his bag of gifts. The Chinese,
the Indians, the South Americans, and
even the little Eskimo children in the dark,
frozen northland all had their own
manner of welcoming the man with the
presents that meant to them, that once
again, the birthday of the boy Jesus had
corne around to be celebrated. How are

these children celebrating the arrival of
Santa Claus this year? If the little French
child places his sabol outside the door, can
he expect to receive anything from the
German soldier occupying his home town?
Or perhaps he will be among those
fortunate enough to place his shoe outside a tent in that bit of France which
still exists as a nation, French Africa.
The English child may well wait for
Santa in an air-raid shelter, and who
knows where the German children will be
able to set up their cr~che without,fear of
having it blown to bits. In these years of
suffering, Christmas is indeed different
from that of our youth, from that in the
children's books.
We must also realize that those with
whom we celebrated our first few Christmases will not all be present around the
tree this year. While we hang up the
holly on our front door, some boy we
know may well be hanging up holly in
rural England, or he ~y be spending it
performing a more important mission.
Christmas over China and islands of the
Pacific won't be accompanied by snow.
Yes, Christmas will occur again this
year, as usual, but it will be largely one
of spirit, one in which the whole world
will again be united through prayer and
thanksgiving, and a: fervent hope that a
new Savior will be born.

Who is Sylvia .. . . .. . ....... ,Schubert
Jane Stuart Smith
Maria Whitehead at the piano
PIANO:

First Movement from Toccata
in G ....... . .. .... .. .. . .. ... . Bach
Henrietta Harvin
PIANO:

Adagio from Sonata, Op. 31,
No.2 . .... .. . .. ... . ... . .. Beethoven
Bernice Loizeaux

5
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Dramatic Club
Gives Pageant
On Sunday, December 12, at 7:30 p. m.,
the White Gift Service of the Y. W. C. A.
will be presented in the Little Theatre.
This service is held each year on the
Sunday before Christmas holidays, follows a traditional order of worship. The
president of the 1943 Y. W. C. A., Betty
Martin, will read the Christmas story
taken from the Gospels of St. Luke and
St. Matthew. Between each of these three
selections the Chapel Choir will sing. At
the conclusion of the Christmas story, the
four classes will present their gifts of
abstract virtue, gifts which each class
chooses as freshmen and present for their
four years. It has alw.ays been the custom
at this 'time for the entire school to dress
in white, and to sit according to classes.
The decorations for this service are
, arranged by the members of the Campus
Activities Committee of the Y. W. C. A.
Following the ' White Gift Service the
Christmas Pageant will be given at
8 :30 p. m, This pageant is produced by
Ye Merrie Masquers, assisted by the
members of the Play Production Class,
and it takes its cast also from these
sources. The Pa.geant centers around the
appearance of the Madonna, and the
choice of the girl to play this part is not
, announced before her appearance on the
stage. It has been the custom in the last
several years to conduct a straw vote in a
Student Government meeting to determine the choice of the Madonna by the
student body, but the final choice rests in
. the hands of Ye Merrie Masquers. The
pageant to be produced this year has beerv
written by Jane Pande.

Annual Children's
Given by H ns -V"

13:

On Monday, December
in Keller,
the Y. W. C. A. will have its annual
Christmas party for the little white and
colored children from the neighboring
schools. The first, second and third grades
from the Burlington County school Will
come from 1:30 to 3:00. The colored
children will come from 3:30 to 5:00.
Jamie Bishop, working with the Community Service Committee of the
Y. W. C. A., is in charge of arrangements
for the parties. She has announced the
chairmen of the following committees:
Peg Rorison, refreshments; Mariamne
May, gifts; Molly Finn, decorations; Lil
Graves, wrapping the gifts. Elizabeth
Ferguson will be Santa Claus again this
year. Mary Lou Payne and Jamie are
working with the colored children to pre_
pare some sort of pageant or skit.
When the boys and girls arrive there
will be games around the Christ~s tree.
, But the big thrill comes 'when Santa
Claus arrives with his pack loaded with
presents for everyone.

VIOLIN:

Adagio from Concerto in "
G Minor .. .. . .. . ..... .. .. . .. Bruch
Florence Milyko
Helen Hill Hunter at the piano
ORGAN:

Finale from Sonata 1.. . . ... . . Borowsky
(
Betty Hamnett
PIANO:

Rhapsody, Op. 119, No.4 .. . . . Brahms
Hazel Bridgeman

Freshmen Hold Elections
For Class Officen
On November 26, the Freshman Class
elected Nancy Butcher their President
for the year 1943-1944. Nancy comes
from Richmond, Virginia, and attended
St. Catherine's Preparatory School in
Richmond. While at St. Catherine's, she
was President of Student Government
President of the Junior Class, was ~
member of a group similar to the Honor
Court at HOllins, and was a member of the
Hockey Squad.

CALENDER OF EVENTS
December 11
9:OOP. M.
Servicemen'. Dance ... .. .. Gym
Sunday, December 12 "
4:00-5:00 P. M.'
Christmas
Tea . .. . . Green Drawing ltoom
6:ooP. M.
Christmas
Story . .. Green Drawing Room
7:30P. M.
White Gift
Service. . . . . .. . Little Theatre
8:30 P. M.
Christmas
Pageant ... ... .. Little Theatre
Monday, December 13
1:00-5:00 P. M.
Y. W. Children'. Party. .. . Keller
Tue8day, December 14
O:OOP. M.
W u Committee Bridee
Party .. ...... ... . . . . .. Keller
Sa~day,

Ii

.
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II UDder the Dome I

Columns

Hollins

Marilyn Field IpeIIt ODe of her IIIOIt
embarraaine momenta the other Diehl.
Fergie lelt her in Keller aDd told her to
come OIl up to Betty'. birthday puty.
Marilyn followed her in a few IIIinute.
imd went on down to Betty Bond'. nIOIII
only to ditcover that Betty _ ' t bariac
a party. She then went to Betty HamDett'.
room . where there W&II a party. Mari\}'1I

Published fortnithay during the colk,e year
by a staff (omposed entirely of students
EDITOR IAL STAFF
MARJORIE FAY UNDERHILL .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. ... .. .. .... • Editor-iK-Chie}
ANN BRENT SHOCKLEY
} •.•••••.....•..•.•••• • •••• Co.Editors of First
MARY ELIZABETH D ONALDSON
.
MARTHA INGRAM • •••..•• • •...•. • .••.•.•.•••.•••• .. • . •.••.. Editor of SteoM

Page
Pat.

KATHERINE R OSBOROUGH ...•..•. •••• ••••••••• ••• • Editor of Third aM Fourth Pates
SUSAN R ICHARDSON . .• • ... . .. ..••••••. ......•. .•. .. • .•.•.•. . .•••• •••• Art Editor
MARY NOLDE .. •. . . • . .. • .• ••• •••••.••• • .•••...•..•... .• ••••••• • ExchaKfe

apoloeis«' profUlely for beiJIc Iat.
wished Betty a "Happy Birthdayr' and
started eatina'.
At that time, Pergie
screamed from fIOIDeWhere down the haI1,
"Marilyn, w!un are you? Come on to
the party." "I'm already !un," replied
Marilyn. After a few minutes of this,
Marilyn fina\ly rea1ized that she 11'&1
supposed to be at Detty Martin's partyl

Editor

B USINESS STAFF
RUTH MCCONNELL . . . ...•••. •••••• •••••••••••• .•.. • •..•.•.•• •• Busiftds
EmELDRA SMITH .... .... . ....... . ..... .. .... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Circulation
A NN T HORNTON ...•• • •• ••• •• •• : .•.•.• •• ••. . . .•.•.•••••••••• Distribution

MaMger
MaMger
MaMger

REPORTERS
BERNICE LoIZEAUX

MURPH BARN ES
BETTY CoBBS
VIRGINIA DAVEN PORT

BETTY MARTIN
MARY JANE PEACOCK
B ETTY PHILLIPS
PEGGY RORISON
JANE SENTER
MARY TAYLOR
CAROLYN WOLFE

CIS DAVIDSON
B ETTY GAINEY
JEANNE GRAY
BITTY GRIl(ES
PEGGY HARRIS

I

/

•

Every year about this time most of the
girls here make a frantic effort to lost
weight before returning home. . Weae
was shaken the other night by some fresh.
men exercising to a Conga record.

TYPISTS
JULIE ARNOLD
ANNE BENNETT
FRANCE S CARVER
MARGARET CROS BY
SARA STE VE NS

• • •

VIRGINIA LANG
CALLIE RIVES
JANE SLAUGHTER
ETHELDRA SMITH

• • • •

PROOFREADERS
TINA RYLAND
KEITH SMITH

LILLIAN G RAVES
HENRI ETTA HARVIN

NO ALTITUDE

M<lnbtr

J::\ssocialed CoIle6iale Pren
D"tribulor

«

Colle5iate Di6est
1943

Member

1944

Intercollegiate Press
On No~r 25 . hree of the most outstanding men of the world
ate turkey and cranberry sauce together, and their respective freedomloving peoples all breathed a prayer of Thanksgiving for the safety of these
travelers and the weighty decisions that they have made. Overshadowing
all the events of the last three weeks, were the meetings of the Allied
executives. The first one, held at Cairo, Egypt, was attended by Roosevelt,
Churchill, and Chiang K ai-Shek ; the second one, held at Teheran, Iran,
by Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin. The former sealed the fate of Japan ,
annihilating her hopes for any kind of Greater E ast Asia Co-Prosperity
Sphere. An outline of the terms are: (1) The United States, Great Britain
and China will persevere in sea, air, and land operations to procure the
unconditional surrender of j apan; (2) the Allies have no thought of t erritorial expansion for themselves; (3) j apan shall be stripped of all the
territ ory which she has acquired by greed and violence since 1894; and
(4) Korea shall be free and independent. Clearly, China shall be, with the
help of her Allies, now and after the war , the dominant power of the Far
East. It has been hinted t hat all four of the leaders, in spite of the Russoj apanese Non-Aggression Pact met and personally approved the Moscow
blueprint for a new world order of enforced peace. The fact t hat Russia
allowed the inclusion of China as a signatory in the four-power pact of
Moscow broadly implies her approval also of China's objectives in the
Pacific. With Germany falling back in the west, Russia no longer dreads

Hey--di4dle-diddk
The rot aM the jiddk,
The COllI jum(ied
the slly;
Bul the OPA.
Pul .a uiliK, tnt buj,
,A.M the old tal caK't fO oery Mtld

,1J/o

MERRY CHRISTMAS!
What is it that speeds through the sky OfIer thef.e,
Cavorting and spiraling up in the air,
Defying the Earth's gravitationallaws'l
It's a bird-it's a 'plane-it's "Santa Claus"[
Strange visitor, come from another sphere
To spread Merry Christmases once efJery year,
Laden with presents, and packed in his sled,
As fast as a bullet and heary as lead.
Some people may scoff when you mentitm his name,
But Santa arrives here on time just the same
(Though he's taking a risk with this mechanised war:
.. Anti-aircraft" was nefJer against him before)
He slips down the chimney, his bag on his back
And fills up the stockings. with gifls from his pack:
There are doll-babies, candy-canes, hundreds of toys
To tickle the girls and delightliltle boys.
Then bqck up Ihe chimney and quick as a shot,
He urges his trusty team into a trot
With a shout (so 1'm told) as his reindeer take flig"':
" Merry Christmas to all and to all a Good N ig"'."
-SUSAN RICBUDSON

In undertaking to provide lunches for the small children at the
colored 'school, the members of the Y. W. C. A. and the War Committee

From The IefferstntlMt

• • • •
A siin of the times . . . Hollins girls
are forced to use some of craudmother's
precious fudge as bait on moue trap. now
that all points for cheese have '-n sur.
rendered to the school.

• • • •
One of Marcia'. more brilliant pupila
forgot to tighten the girth on her noble
s~ 'a while back before lDOuntinc, but
decided rather unexpectedly to ride aidesaddle that day.

• • • •
Try asking one of the French majors to
hit the scale of G ... but mind you, we
make no guarantees about what will
follow.

• • • •

have begun an admirable project. This plan will not only benefit the school

children who heretofore had no lunch, but it will also be of value to all
a two-front attack.
On the fronts the R. A. F . and the American Eighth Air Force have students who participate. It provides training in social work and it
now dropped 7,500 tons of bombs on Berlin, more than hit London during enables those who are studying nutrition to use their knowledge to a good
all the eleven months of the 1940-41 blitz. Leipzig suffered a 1,500-ton advantage.
\
assault. The Americans in daylight have been pounding Bremen and
But, however admirable the project, it can not possibly succeed if the
Solingen. In the Russian bulge toward Germany betweeh Gomel and
students do not give it their whple hearted cooperation. Each girl who
Kiev, the Germans are desperately trying to prevent t he Soviet drive which
would split the Wehrmacht in two, isolating the armies of the Baltic from has signed up to take part in this activity must accept ~he fesponsibility
those in the Ukraine. In Italy, the Allies are twenty miles from the ' of doing her share. A large number of students have indicated their
Pescara-Rome road, most important of all the arteries. Last week the williIigness and desire to help, but this willingness must take an active
Gilbert Islands were in the hands of American Marines. If by December 7th form. Enthusiasm for the project must increase steadily; it cannot be althe Battle of Bougainville is completed the J aps will be out of the Solomons lowed to diminish'. If the plan should fail, the students of Hollins College
forever. If the men and supplies were available for· the use of General
will not be the ones who will suffer. The small grammar school children
MacArthur and his Marines we could rest assured that another Christmas
who will be deprived of lunch will be the ones directly affected by our
would not pass before the Sons of ¥eaven were brought to their knees.
Such is the fighting calibre and invulnerable spirit of the armed forces of negligence. So let's all do our share in this job. The coloied children
really need our help.
this theater.

.. The cow's tail, again" (in more _ys
than one) ... Yes, it's Chewning and
Henderson, as usual I The other afternoon
they woke up to find the extended coccyx
of a bovine tacked on their door. Wonder
who left that Talisman? ? ?

• •• • •
Some Freshmen on the third floor of
West have a novel club-The Bathers
Club.
Qualifications for membership
are: (1) to be able to dive from the aide of
the tub, or (2) if unable to dive, to awinI
twenty lengths of the tub. To become a
master member you must be able to dive
from the top of the partition bet_ the
tubs. If inter.ted in joining, _ I.be1
DuDn or Ginny Hart.
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ON TH E BALL Schroeder Speaker
By

CIS DAVlDSON

Here Sunday

/ . Senior Spotlight . 1

Nu .... Tell. Students
of Mercy House Needs

3

WEEK-END,
WEEK-OUT

It is hard to believe that the fall -.on
In student government meeting on
is DOW behind us aDd we are beginning to
In the Chapel service Sunday, Novem.
By DITTY GItIl(I!S
November
23, Mrs. Frank Rogers inturn to the winter sports. The inter- ber 28, Hollins had as its apeaker Dr.
Helen Anne (usua\ly shortened to
sectioaaI hockey tournament was a fitting John C. Schroeder, professor of Homiletics .. H . A. ") Symons is one of the class of troduced Mrs. Halliday who spoke to us
finale for the Fall of '43. The six partici- and Pastoral Theology at Yale University. «'s three studio art majors. She is on the on the great needs of Mercy House. Mrs.
These last few weeks, when everyone
pating teams played the matches in three This was Dr. Schroeder's second ap- War Committee in the capacity of , Halliday impressed upon us the importbrisk days in the.1ast week of November. pearance on the Hollins campus as he was "propaganda manager, " and consequently ance of continuing the generous and works like mad like Kaiser 'till they reach
The tina1 day brought the clash of the two also the Y. W. C. A. speaker here in the she draws most of the posters seen around merciful work done by Mercy House for a semi-fluid state like Sinatra, may seem
victorious
teams-" The
Chevraux spring of 1942. Dr. Schroeder's text for campus. Also H, A. is on the Spins'" the needy people of Roa noke County and desperate but these are the bright spots:
Cherubs" and the "Scarlet O'Horrors." the evening was the Sennon on the staff. The land of the frozen North, stressed the need of support by the
WEEKENDS-You can always get a
After a hard.fought battle of evenly Mount and his subject was on the ex- Saginaw, Michigan, is where she lives. Hollins community. Since the financial cha rge out of those. Like the weekend of
matched teams (the final score was 5·3) periments of perfection in life. He be- Oh, }'es, she is also treasurer of the 1. R. C . aid once given by the N . Y. A. and the the 26 and 27 when Betty Hamnett,
W . P. A. has been curtailed, the aid that
the .. Cherubs," captained by Lane lieves that perfection arises out of imRuth Jones is another lass from 'way
Ann Ha~cock, Betty Gillespie, Mary
Winship triumphed and thus won the perfection, and that perfect things are up north, Buffalo, to be exact . At Hoilins, can be given by H ollins is now needed M cSweenie, Betty Bond, Kay Allen, Mac
more than ever.
inter·aectional championship.
These often enclosed in imperfect vessels.
she is one of Miss Farnsworth's favorite
Cornwell, Bet ty Bassett, Nancy Buie,
inter-class games provided a thri11ing
Hollins has always been especially Tony Grieg and Jean Talbot went over
physicists, and a mathematician t<lo. She
Dr. Schroede( took his B. S. degree from
"anti-climax" for the hockey season this
the
College of the City of New York, his is also an active member of Orchesis. interested in the work of Mercy H ouse to V. M. I . for Ring Figures. Then there
year.
.
B. D. at Union 'Theological Seminary, his Ruthie was one of the first members of since one of its founders was Mrs. Rath, was that sad weekend of the 3 and 4 of
On November 29 the Winter Division
D. D. at Bowdoin,and his LL.D. at the the class to be engaged after deciding last the sister of Mr. Joseph' Turner. In the big dances at V. P . 1. When calls
of athletics began to reign over back University of Maine. An ordained minis- spring that Ned of' the Phi Gamma's at former years, Hollins girl. have visited began to come in from Blacksburg on
campus life. It is interesting to note that
Mercy House at Christmas time with Thanksgiving many Hollins girls began
ter of the CQngregational Church, he has W. and L. was the one for her.
in the registration for this division, the
Anne
Krueger,
commonly
known
by
the
gifts
and entertainment for the patients, "to feel the horror of the War." In other
served churches in Bogota, N. J . ; Saginaw,
greatest enthusiasm was shown for the
latteI',
,
t
hought
after
the
sophomore
year
but
due
to the lack of tra?spo~tion, words their dates for the dances were sent
Michigan, and Portland, Maine. At the
classes in Individual Gymnastics and
that
she
might
like
to
be
a
gym
teacher,
that.
custom
has had to be discontmu~.
to O. C. S. One girl seeing her wonderful
present, besides his position in the
Folk Dancing. We all know what InSO
slle
spent
the
first
h;llf
of
her
next
year
H?lIms
has
also
contnbuted
and
mam.weekend
plans vanish into thin air wailed
Divinity School, Dr. Schroeder is superdividual Gym is, of course. How could we vising the education of five hundred boys in Boston. But she missed Hollins so tamed one room for the care of children. to her date, "Oh isn't that terrible?"
forget th~ conective room days when we
much that she came back at mid· years to In plac~ of the ,p rogram which was and then nearly dropped the phone when
in the Army, stationed at Yale.
underwent the grueling routine of posture
major in Economics.
usually gtven at Chnstmas, the Y. W. C. A. , the aroused masculine voice shouted back
Dr. Schroeder is also a well·known eduimprovement with its "shoulders back!
Krueger is one of her class' star athletes. has ~un collections in Chapel which will "Terrible! Why I've been waitinc fen
Now, on the balls of your feet." and re- cator and lecturer and is a Trustee of the She is a member of a hockey team and const,tute a grea~ part of our aid to 0 ; C . S. for 6 months!" But some girls
laxation with its "sink, sink deeply into Bangor Theological Seminary. He is the manager of basket ball this season. Rid. ' Mercy House thIS year. However, in were lucky to have dates who weren't so
the mattress"; and the co-ordination pro- author of The Tasll of ReligioK and The ing, especially in shows aU around the recent weeks the sum collected has fallen lucky. They were: Jeanne Gray, Shirley
gram with its "one-two-three-fourl"; and Modent MaK aM tlu Cross. ' Though he country, is another of her pet loves, and ~ff considerably. Despite the growing Masten, Ann McLean, Frannie Carver,
of weekly weight measuresl The program spent only about six hours at Hollins and she is a member of the Hollins Riding list of worthy causes pressing their de· Frances Miller, Betsy Gibsen, Virginia
outlined for this year remains much the spent many times that number of hours Club. Incidentally she is from Cleveland. mands upon us, the cause 'of Mercy Hatcher, Betty Eads and Mary Stuart
same; '
However, even more emphasis on the train, Dr. SchrOeder said that he
,
House still remains one of the most deserv- Gill.
Red Cross is Jane Henderson's principle
ing and worthy of attention.
will be placed upon the wide-spread need considered the visit his first holiday in
activity on campus-to be specific, slle is
TELEPHONE CALLS-They add
for relaxation~y for tense, hard- months.
the senior chairman of the surgical dresscolor
too! Like the one the Dean got from
working college girls. The Folk Dancing
ing room. In case you can't tell by the
Canada from a worried father asking
classes will again 'emphasize American
way she-talks, Jane is from Troy, Alahama.
permission for his daughter to bring
country dancing as the Hollins girls today
Philosophy is her major. Just for a scoop,
trunk homel
register as much enthusiasm for these
we'll tell you that, she may , be engaged
traditional dances as did Grandma back in Art Exhibit
No doubt many Hollins girls have
THOSE SENSATIONAL SHORT
soon, the eighth member of the class to
in '93.
received
letters from their families tha t EVENING DRESSES. For instance
take
that
drastic
step.
The present art exhibit in the Y. W. C. A.
are similar to the one printed here, but consider Penny's a n(l Neal's-those black .
The Swimming Club h~ announced room of East Building is a 'collection of
we considered this excerpt to be par- remarkable dresses so brief at the top and
that it will have a formation swimming
ticularly effective and hoped that it might the bottom! What a thrill they gave the
program on either Tuesday, February 29, reproductions in color of paintings by
provoke a thought or two :
or Wednesday, March 1. And then on Cezanne. This collection contains reo
dates waiting in Main Hall when the
Wednesday, November 26, was a big
May 10 will come the annual swimming productions of both oil and water·
" I'm sorry to hear about tl\e depression walked past them on the way to Kell
meet which, by the way, is open for the colors by the French painter aDd is day for the Evens for again they conquered which you say exists among the girls. Betty Gainey has a black velvet 0
the
the Lightning Odds by a 6-3 defeat. This It sounds rather unnecessary to me. If same type-hers has a hal
participation of any and all interested.
lent o':1t by the Metropolitan Museum of
great annual Turkey Day Game brought each girl realized what her lot would be as and pink roses in the front.
At a meeting Thursday, December 2,
the girls who have successfully passed the Art, Department of Education and Ex- to a close one of the most successful a boy, she would not descend to such
CHRISTMAS VA TIONI N~ I
third cii'cle were welcomed into the tension. Some of the paintings repr0- hockey seasons ever.
maudlin gloom. It is a pity that there
Following the game, a banquet.. was isn't one girl with personality and say_I
Swimming Club. The honored mermaids duced in this collection are Jud,-m of
are: Jean Talbott (,47), B. A. LeD.tz, Mary Paris, The Curia,,.., Jas de Bouffa,., held in the dining room. At this time the courage and appreciation of the world she
Odd· Even Championship Cup was preLib Donaldson, Kathy Russell, Judy
LiM of Chestnul Trees, L' Es/tJqtu, Park sented to Neka Thomas, Captain of the lives in, who could lead this group into
RO(erII, Jane Smith, and Annette Stanley.
LaMscape, CorKer of Lake AKmc), and Evens, by Peggy Harris, President of the some worth-while activity. Your father
&AKS
t:oMPANY
Congratulationsl
and I feel deeply that you all are not
several still life pictures. This exhibit W. A. A. After a short speech, Peggy then being made really a ware of this war, and
~ S! " .
Basket ball pl;lCtices are well underway
introduced Rinky McCurdy, President we do not approve of your light-hearted
will
be
of
special
interest
to
the
new
now under the co-management of Anne
1II......
the Monogram Club, who handed out acceptance of it.
, Krueier and B. A. Lentz. The practice Aesthetics course which has been dis. of
chevrons and monograms to those girls
FASHIONS : Fore ollege Girls
days for the ~ remain the same as cussing the art of Cezanne. The exhibit
Our minister came into our sewing
receiving the qualifying points for each
those scheduled for hockey practices last will be up until the holidays.
a ward. Those receiving their chevrons group and told us of the recent deaths of
fall: Mondays and Wednesdays are reserved
were: Betty Cobbs, Helen Hart, Virginia tlrnie Christ Church boys.
He had
for Juniors and Freshmen; Tuesdays and
Lang, B. K. Hendrix, Mary Anne Thomas, prayers for their families, and it brought
Thursdays, for Seniors and Sophomores;
Lee Stewart, Midge Demarest, Martie the war close, Hank has been wounded in
aDd Fridays, for players of all the classes.
Davis, Margaret Barnwell, Jane Pande, action-Douglas has gone into the
7 Church Avenue
The girls are practicing hard and furiously
June McGraw, Skippy Flemming, Tina Pacific area. Every day the serious side
now in preparation for the terrific (they
Ryland, Betty Hamnett, Molly .Finn, of war gets closer and more personal and
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
should bel) games scheduled from Feb- .
Pam Oline, Margie Fay Underhill, Eliza- more heart-breaking. Many parents are
Mary
Baker
Barnes.
,
:
....
December
9
mary 7 through February 15. The Redbeth Hendricks, Betty Chambliss, Belva beginning to feel that their daughters
Blue game, then, will climax the season Margaret Barnwell . .. . .... December 9 Schulzeberge, Jane Shivell and Tish should do something, go into the service
on March 4.
Sunny Barren . .. . .. .... ... December 19 Walker. Monograms were also awarded in one way or another. In comparison to
Eleanor
Bartlett . . . . . ..... December 29 to MeriI\e Hewitt, Anne Biggs, Mary such thoughts, .. dates or no dates" seems
Orchesis is now working on the plans
.for its convocation to be given on April 13. Rosa Lee Board .... .. , .... December 10 Pearson, Margie Fay Underhill, Ruth very insignificant.
Jones,
and
Agnes
Grace.
Neka
and
The horsewomen at Hollins have set Virginia Brandt ... ........ December 19
We haven't changed in our desire for
Rinky also received the Gold Pin, the
April 29 as the tentative date for the
Mary Calvert •.. , .. . ...... December 18
to have fun and see the merry side of
you
highest athletic award which stands for
annual spring honeshow for which they Amoret Cowan ... ... ..... . December 25
life,
but VIle want you to think seriously
the greatest achievement in athletics.
are preparing diligently.
about
these other things. The boy who
Mia Dodge ..... ..... ..... December 26
At the close of the banquet, Miss
is
giving
up etIe1'ytloiKg he wants cannot
Come March 13, which really isn't" too Patricia Duncan . . ...... , . December 2 Chevrault presented the Varsity as fol·
think
highly
of a girl who is self-centered
far distant from now, the spring activities
_
ROANOKE
Mary Francis Duvall. .... . December 12 lows: Right Wing, Rinky McCurdy; and silly. Try to imagine yourself in the
will start on Back Campus. Then we can
Right Inner, Neka Thomas; Center
BOOK
&
STATIONERY CO.
witness additional thrilling tournaments Sheila Feagley ... . .... .. . . December 22 Forward, Virginia Lang; Left Inner, Carol jungles of the South Pacific, where you
211-213 First Street, S. W.
in Tennis, Archery, Golf, and all the Carol Maud Froebel. .... . . December IS Froebel; Left Wing, Anne Langford; would probably be, if you had been the
RoANOU, VIaGlIfIA
, recreational sport&. There are also plans Betty Gainey . .... . .... . . . December 30 Right Halfback, Nancy Butcher; Center son we thought you would be.
SPORTING
GOODS
afoot for spring hikes. It is hoped that Marguerite Lakin .... ... .. December 9 Half, Patsy R yland; Left Halfback,
The three of us owe something to our
this year we can make the long awaited
Patricia ' McClement . .. .... December 22 Carmen Pettus ; Right Fullback, Merille country. Hank and Douglas, and these
trip to MacAfee's Knob. And then, of
Hewitt; Left Fullback, Molly Finn; boys who have died, shbuld not be carrycourse, with spring come two of our lead- Mary Brown McSweeney .. December 11 Goalie, Joan Robertson, and as Honorary
ing Our share of the burden. It is a grave
TINKER TEA HOUSE
ing activities at Hollins-Life Saving Jean Mac Kenzie . •... .. .. December 17 Goalie, Kip Milyko.
time,"
is
owned
and operated by the HolaDd Recreational Leadership. These are Lily May MacLemore . ... . December 3
So ended the fall season and thanks
lins College A1wnnz Association,
preeented as classes for 'gym credit for Mary Elizabeth Malone . .. . December 19 ' to Miss Applebee's able coaching, the
Incorporated. The purpose of the
Freshmen and Sophomores, and as detea
house is to provide added engame,
climaxing
the
fall
sports
season,
Elsa Martschink .......... December 23
joyment to campus life. No perlOli
fense courses for all who wish to particiwas one of the best to be played on the
or organization gains profit from
pate. To all Juniors and Seniors who, Betty Martin ... . .... . .... December 2 Hollins field.
its business.
with the closing of Hockey and Basket Janet Marie O'Leary ...... December 22
The AIIIDUIZ Association appreBall _ , find their schedules devoid of Nancy Lea Overton ....... December 28
ciates the loyal support "Tinker"
all back campus activity, they offer ex- Julia Ann Russell .. . ..... . December 6
reoe~ves from the camptq commtUUty.
cellent training. Also participation in
Alice Sprunt ... .. ......... December 6
th_ two courses is one more way in
MRS. EVA M. CUMNOCK, '03
Glovie
Sydnor ... ..... ... . December 26
which we can show that Hollins is .. all
MartDg"
out" for the war effort. That is our Mary Taylor .. . .... . ..... December 18
MRS. RUTH C. REEVES, '13
310 South Jefferson Street
objective for '43 and '«, is it not?
Dorothy Ann Washington .. December 14
Al,,_ Eneu"", S,crdary
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Columns

Hollins

Marilyn Field IJ)eIlt ODe of her IDIIIIt
embarruaiuc IDClI!W!ta the other Dieht,
Fergie left her in Keller aDd told her to
come OIl up to Betty', birthday puty.
Marilyn followed her in • few miD...
and went on down to Betty Bond', I'0OIII
only to diacover that Betty _ ' t haYiac
a party. She then weDt to Betty HamDett'a
room where there was a party. Mari1ya
apo1ocisec< pmluaely for beinc late.
wished Betty a "Happy Birthdayr' &lid
started eating.
At that time, Fergie
screamed from somewhere down the IIaU.
" Marilyn, where are you? Come OIl to
the party." "I'm already here," replied
Marilyn. After a few minutes of this,
Marilyn finally realized that she waa
supposed to be at Betty M~'. partyl
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Every year about this time most ol the
girls here make a frantic effort to lost
weight before returning home.
Weae
was shaken the other Right by aome fresh.
men exercising to a Conga record.

TYPISTS
J ULIE ARNOLD
ANNE BENNETT
FRANCES CARVER
MARGARET CROS BY
SARA STEVENS

VIRGINIA LANG
CALLIE RIVES
J ANE SLAUGHTER
ETHEUlRA SMITH

• • • •
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MERRY CHRISTMAS!

Dis"ibulor of

Colle5iate Die;est
1943

Member

1944

Inte rcolleg iate Press
On November 25 three of the most outstanding men of the world
ate turkey and cranberry sauce together, and their respective freedomloving peoples all breathed a prayer of Thanksgiving for the safety of these
travelers and the weighty decisions that t hey have made. Overshadowing
all the events of the last three weeks, were the meetings of the Allied
executives. The first one, held at Cairo, Egypt, was attended by Roosevelt,
Churchill, and Chiang Kai-Shek; the second one, held at T eheran, Iran,
by R oosevelt, Churchill and Stalin . The former sealed the fate of J apan,
annihilating her hopes for any kind of Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity
Sphere. An outline of the terms are: (I) The United States, Great Britain
and China will persevere in sea, air, and land operations to procure t he
unconditional surrender of J apan; (2) the Allies have no thought of territ orial expansion for themselves ; (3) J apan shall be stripped of all the
territory which she has acquired by greed and violence since 1894 ; and
(4) Korea shall be free and independent. Clearly, China shall be, with the
help of her Allies, now and after the war, the dominant power of the F ar
East. It has been hinted that all four of the leaders, in spite of the RussoJapanese Non-Aggression Pact met and personally approved the Moscow
blueprint for a new world order of enforced peace. T he fact that Russia
allowed the inclusion of China as a signatory in the four-power pact of
Moscow broadly implies her approval a lso of China's objectives in the
Pacific. With Germany falling back in the west, Russia no longer dreads

W hat is it that speeds through the sky over thd-e,
Cavorting and spiraling up in the air,
Defying the Earth's gravitational laws?
It's a bird-it's a 'plane-it' s " Santa Claus'"
Strange visitor, come from another sphere
To spread Merry Christmases once every year,
Laden with presents, and packed .i n his sled,
As fast as a bullet and heavy as lead.
Some people may scoff when you mention his name,
But Santa arrives here on time just the same
(Though he's taking a risk with this mechanized war:
" Anti-aircraft" was never against him before)
He slips down the chimney, his bag on his back
A nd fills up the stockings _with gifts from his pack:
There are doll-babies, candy-canes, hundreds .of toys
To tickle the girls and delight little boys.
Then back up the chimney and quick as a shot,
He urges his trusty team into a trot
With a shout (so 1'm told) as his reindeer _take flit'":
" Merry Christmas to all and to all a Good N ig,"."
-SUSAN RICHllDSON

The cat and lhe fiddle,
The cow jumped ilJlo lhe sty;
BuHheOPA
Pula uili;,t OIl '-1,
A tid lhe old tal ClJIS'I to wry llit'"
From T1te JefersnNa

• • • •
A sign of the times . . • HoIliDs eir\I
are forced to UN aome of cnmdmother'a
precious fudce as bait 011 mouae mp. now
that all points for cheese have b.o sur·
rendered to the school.

•

• • •

One of Marcia's more bri11iaDt pupill
forgot to tighten the girth on her noble
st-t 'a while back before IDOUDtine, but
decided rather unezpectedJy to ride aidesaddle that day.

• • • •
Try asking one of the French majors to
hit the scale of G . . . but mind you, we
make no guarantees about what will
follow.

In undertaking to provide lunches for the small children at· the
colored school, the members of the Y. W. C. A. and the War Committee
have begun an admirable project. This plan will not only benefit the school
children who heretofore had no lunch, but it will also be of value to all

a two-front attack.
On the fronts the R. A. F. and the American Eighth Air Force have students who participate. It provides training in social work and it
now dropped 7,500 tons of bombs on Berlin, more than hit London during enables t hose who are studying nutrition to use their knowledge to a good
all the eleven months of the 1940-41 blitz. Leipzig suffered a 1,500-ton advantage.
assault. The Americans in daylight have be~n pounding Bremen and
But, however admirable the project, it can not possibly succeed if the
Solingen. In the Russian bulge to ward Germany between Gomel and
students do not give it their whple hearted cooperation. Each girl who
Kiev, the Germans are desperately trying to prevent the Soviet drive which
has signed up to take part in this activity must accept t he ~ponsibi1ity
would split the Wehrmacht in two, isolating the armies of the Baltic from
those in the Ukraine. In Italy, t he Allies are twenty miles from the of doing her share. A large number of students have indicated their
Pescara-Rome road, most important of all the arteries. Last week the willingness and desire to help, but this willingness must take an active
Gilbert Islands wcre in the h ands of American Marines. If by December 7th form . Enthusiasm for the project must increase steadily; it cannot be althe Battle of Bougainville is completed the J aps will be out of the Solomons lowed to diminish. If the plan should fail, t he students of Hollins College
forever. If the men and supplics were available for the use of General will not be the ones who will suffer. The small grammar schqol children
MacArthur and his Marines we could rest assured that another Christmas
who will be deprived of l~ch will be the ones directly affected by our
would not pass before thc Sons of Heaven were brought to their knees ,
negligence. So let's all do, our share in this job. The colored children
Such is the figh ti ng calibre and invulnerable spirit of the armed forces of
really need our help.
this theater.

• • • •

ON TH E BALL
By

CIS DAVIDSON

It is hard to believe that the fall - . 0 0
Is DOW behind UI and we are beginning to
turn to the winter sports. The intersectiooal hockey tournament was a fitting
finale for the Fall of '43. The six participating teams played the matches in three
brisk days in the last week of November.
The final day brought the clash of the two
victoriOUI
teams-"The
Chevraux
Cherubs" and the "Scarlet O'Horrors."
After a hard-foucht battle of evenly
matched teams (the final score was 5-3)
the "Cherubs," captained by Lane
Winship triumphed and thus won the
inter-1eCtionaI championship.
These
inter-class games provided a thrilling
"anti-climax" for the hockey season this
year.
On November 29 the Winter Division
of athletics beean to rei&n over back
campus life. It is interesting to note that
in the reeistration for this division, the
greatest enthusiasm was ahown for the
clasaes in Individual Gymnastics and
Folk Dancing. We all know what Individual Gym is, of course. How could we
forget the corrective room days when we
underwent the grueling routine of posiure
improvement ,w ith its "shoulders back!
Now, on the bans of your feet." and relaxation with its .. sink, sink deeply into
the mattress"; and the co-ordination program with its "one-two-three-fourl"; and
of weekly weight measures! The program
outlined for this year remains much the
same; .
However, even more emphasis '
will be placed upon the wide-spread n-t
for relaution-especia11y for tense, hardworking college girls. The Folk Dancing
clasIes will again emphasize American
cOuntry dancing as the Hollins girls today
register as much enthusiasm for these
traditional dances as did Grandma back
in '93.
The Swimming Club has announced
that it will have a fOnIllj.tion swimming
program on either Tuesday, February 29,
or Wednesday, March 1. And then on
May 10 will OOIIle the annual swimming
meet which, by the way, is open for the
participation of any and all interested.
At a meeting Thursday, December 2,
the girls who have succesSfully passed the
third circle were welcomed into the
Swimming Club. The honored mermaids
are: Jean Talbott (,47), B . A. Lentz, Mary
Lib Donaldson, Kathy Russell, Judy
Racers, Jane Smith, and Annette Stanley.
Congratulationsl
Basket ball Pl1lCtices are well underway
under the co-management of Anne
Krueeer and B. A. Lentz. The practice
days for the cIaaiIII ~ the same as
thole scheduled for hockey practices last
fall: Mondays and Wednesdaysarereserved
for Juniors and Freshmen; Tuesdays and
Thursdays, for Seniors and Sophomores;
and Fridays, for players of all the classes.
The girls are practicing hard and furiously
now in preparation for the terrific (they
should bel) games scheduled from February 1 through February 15. The RedBlue game, then, will climax the season
on March 4.
DOW

Orchesis is now working on the plans
for its convocation to be given on April 13 .

The horsewomen at Hollins have set
April 29 as the tentative date for the
annual spring honeshow for which they
are preparing diligently.

Come March 13, which really isn't too
far distant from now, the !!pring activities
will start on Back Campus. Then we can
witness additional thrilling tournaments
in Tennia, Archery, Golf, and all the
recreational sports'. There are also plans
afoot for spring hikes. I t is hoped that
this year we can make the long awaited
trip to MacAfee's Knob. And then, of
00U1'!Ie, with spring come two of our lead• •• •
ing activities at Hollins-Life Saving
and Recreational Leadership. These are
praented as classes for 'gym credit for
Some Freshmen on the third floor
Freshmen
and Sophomores, and as deWest have a novel club-The Balthenl
f _ courses for all who wish to particiClub.
Qualifications for membenhip pate. To all J-uniors and Seniors who,
are: (1) to be able to dive from the aide of with the closing of Hockey and Basket
the tub, or (2) if unabl~ to dive, to I1riIII Ban _ , find their schedules devoid of
twenty lengths of the tub. To become a all back campus activity, they offer excellent training. Also participation in
master member you must be able to dive
th_ two courses is one more way in
from the top of the partition bet_ the which we can show that Hollins is .. all
tubs. If inta.ted in joining, _ I.beI out" for the war effort. That is our
objective for '43 and '44, is it not?
Dunn or Ginny Hart.

"The cow's tail, again" (in naOr-e ways
than one) ... Yes, it'. Chewninc and
Henderson, as usual I The other afternoon
they woke up to find the eztended ooccyJ
of a bovine tacked on their door. Wonder
who left that Talisman ? ? ?

•

Sch~derSpeaker

He,. Sunday
In the Chapel service Sunday, November 28, Hollins had as its speaker Dr.
John c. Schroe4er, professor of Homiletics
and Pastoral Theo1OKY at Yale University.
This was Dr. Schroeder's second appearance on the Hollins campus as he was
also the Y. W . C. A. speaker here in the
spring of 1942. Dr. Schroeder's text for
the evening was the Sennon on the
Mount and his subject was on the experiments of perfection in life. He believes that perfection arises out of imperfection, and that perfect things are
often enclO6ed in imperfect vessels.

Dr. Schroeder took his B. S. degree from
the College of the City of New York, his
B. D. at Union Theological Seminary, his
D. D. at Bowdoin, and his LL.D. at the
University of ·Maine. An ordained minister of the Congregational Church, he has
served churches in Bogota, N. J.; Saginaw,
Michigan, and Portland, Maine. At the
present, besides his position in the
Divinity School, Dr. Schroeder is superv~ the education of five hundred boys
in the Army, stationed at Yale.
Dr. 'S chroeder is also a well-known educator and lecturer and is a Trustee of the·
Bangor Theological Seminary. He is the
author of T1te Task of RelitiolS and The
Moder" MalS aM tM Cross_ Though he
spent only about six hours at Hollins and
spent many times that number of hours
on the train, Dr. Schroeder said that he
considered the visit his first holiday in
months.

Cezanne Featured
in Art Exhibit
The present art exhibit in theY. W.C.A.
room of East Building is a collection of
reproductions in color of paintings by
Cezanne. This collection contains reproductions of both oil and watercolors by the Frenel! painter and is
lent o,:,t by the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, Department of Education and Extension. Some of the paintings reproduced in this collection are Judt1lN1ll of
Paris, TM Curlai1JS, Ja de BoulaIS,
Li". of Chesll,ut Trees, L'EsltJque, Par"
LandsCIJpe, Co,."er of La" A II"",, and
several still life pictures. This exhibit
will be of special interest to the new
Aesthetics course which has been discussing the art of Cezanne. The exhibit
~ill be up until the holidays.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Mary Baker Barnes .. .' .. . . December 9
Margaret Barnwell. . . ... . . December 9
Sunny Barren .... . .... . .. . December 19
Eleanor Bartlett .......... December 29
Rosa Lee Board .... .. ..... December 10
Virginia Brandt .. .. ....... December 19
Mary Calvert . . .... .. . .. . . December 18
Amoret Cowan ... . ........ December 25
Mia Dodge ... .. ...... .... December 26
Patricia Duncan . . . .. .... . December 2
Mary Francis Duvall ...... December 12
Sheila Feagley . ........... December 22
Carol Maud Froebel. ...... December IS
Betty Gainey ........... .. December 30
Marguerite Lakin .. .. ... .. December 9
Patricia MCClement ., . .. .. December 22
Mary Brown McSweeney .. December 11
Jean Mac Kenzie .. ... ... . December 17
Lily May MacLemore ..... December 3
Mary Elizabeth Malone . ... December 19
Elsa Martschink . ... .. .... December 23
Betty Martin ............. December 2
Janet Marie O'Leary ...... December 22
Nancy Lea Overton ..... .. December 28
Julia Ann Ruaaell ..... .. . . December 6
Alice Sprunt .............. December 6
Glovie Sydnor ............ December 26
Mary Taylor . .... ... ... .. December 18
Dorothy Ann Washington .. December 14
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WEEK-END,
WEEK-OUT

By BITTY GllDIBS
November 23, Mrs. Frank Rogers introduced Mrs. Halliday who spoke to us
on the great n-ts of Mercy House. Mrs.
, Halliday impressed upon uS tbe importThese last few weeks, when everyone
ance of continuing the generous and works like mad like Kaiser 'till they reach
merciful work done by Mercy House for a semi-fluid state like Sinatra, may seem
the n-ty people of Roanoke County and desperate but these are the bright spots:
stressed the need of support by the
WEEKENDS-You can always get a
Hollins community. Since the financial
.
charge
out of those. Like the weekend of
aid once given by the N. Y. A. and the
the 26 and 27 when Betty Hamnett,
W. P . A. has been curtailed, the aid that
can be given by Hollins is now needed Ann Hancock, Betty Gillespie, Mary
McSweenie, Betty Bond, Kay Allen, Mac
more than ever.
Cornwell, Betty Bassett, Nancy Buie,
Hollins has always been especially Tony Grieg and Jean Talbot went over
interested in the work of Mercy House to V. M . I . for Ring Figures. Then there
since one of its founders was Mrs. Rath, was that sad weekend oi the 3 and 4 of
the sister of Mr. Joseph Turner. In the big dances at V. P . I. When calls
former years, Hollins girls have visited began to come in from Blacksburg on
Mercy House at Christmas time with Thanksgiving many Hollins girls began
gifts and entertainment for the patients,
"to feel the horror of the War." In other
but due to the lack of t~po~tion, words their dates for the dances were sent
that. custom has had
be dlscontlOu~. to O. C. S. One girl seeing her wonderful
H?llins has also contnbuted and . malO,- weekend plans vanish into thin air wailed
tamed one room for the ca~ of children. to her date, "Oh isn't that terrible?"
In plac~ of the .p rogram which _was and then nearly dropped the phone when
usually gIVen at Christmas, the Y. W. C. A . the aroused masculine voice shouted back
has begun collections in Chapel which will "Terrible! Why I've been waiting for
constitute a greater part of our aid to O. C. ·S. for 6 months!" But some girls
Mercy House this year. However, in were lucky to have dates wlio weren't so
recent w~ks the sum collected has fallen lucky. They were: Jeanne Gray, Shirley
~ff conSIderably. Despite the growing Masten, Ann McLean, Frannie Carver,
list of worthy causes pressing their de- Frances Miller, Betsy Gibsen, Virginia
mands ~pon us, the cause of Mercy . Hatcher, Betty Eads and Mary Stuart
House still remains one of the most deserv- Gill.
Red Cross is Jane Henderson's principle
ing and worthy of attention.
activity on campus-to be specific, she is
TELEPHONE CALLS-They add
the senior chainnan of the surgical dresscolor tool Like the one the Dean got from
ing room. In case you can't tell by the
Canada from a worried father asking
way she talks, Jane is from Troy, Alabama.
permission for his daughter to bring a
Philosophy is her major. Just for a scoop,
trunk home!
.
we'll tell you that she may be engaged
THOSE SENSATIONAL SHORT
soon, the eighth member of the class to . No doubt many Hollins girls have
received letters from their families that EVENING DRESSES. For instance
. take that drastic step.
are similar to the one printed here, but consider Penny's and Neal's-those black
we considered this excerpt to be par- remarkable dresses ~ brief at the top and
ticularly effective and hoped that it might the bottom! What a thrill they gave the
provoke a thought or two:
dates waiting in Main Hall when th
Wednesday, November 26, was a big
"I'm sorry to hear about the depression walked past them on the way to Kell
day for the Evens for again they conquered which you say exists among the girls. Betty Gainey has a black velvet
the Lightning Odds by a 6-3 defeat. This It sounds rather unnecessary to me. If same type-hers has a hal
great annual Turkey Day Game brought -each girl realized what her lot would be as and pink roses in the front.
to a close one of the most successful a boy, she would not descend to such
CHRISTWAS V
N-t t
hockey seasons ever.
maudlin gloom. It is a pity that ~ere say~1
Following the game, a banquet.' was isn't one girl with personality and
held in the dining room. At this time the courage and appreciation of the world she
Odd-Even Championship Cup was pre- lives in, who could-lead this group into
sented to Neka Thomas, Captain of the some worth-while activity. Your father
&AKS
GoMPANY
Evens, by Peggy Harris, President of the and I feel deeply that you all are not
W . A. A. After a short speech, Peggy then being made really aware of this war, and
.R-rric. ~ 9..t+.
introduced Rinky McCurdy, President we do not approve of your light-hearted
lRo
of the Monogram Club, who handed out acceptance of it.
chevrons and monograms to those girls
F ASBJONS: For College Girls
Our minister came into our sewing
receiving the qualifying points for each
award. Those receiving their chevrons group and told us of the recent deaths of
He had
were: Betty Cobbs, Helen Hart, Virginia three Christ Church boys.
Lang. B. K. Hendrix, Mary Anne Thomas, prayers for their families, and it brought
Lee Stewart, Midge Demarest, Martie the war close. Hank has been wounded in
Davis, Margaret Barnwell, Jane Pan~, action-Douglas has gone into the
7 Church Avenue
June McGraw, Skippy Flemming, Tina Pacific area. Every day the serious side
Ryland, Betty Hamnett, Molly .Finn, of war gets closer and more personal and
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
Pam OIine, Margie Fay Underhill, Eliza- more heart-breaking. Many parents are
beth Hendricks, Betty Chambliss, Belva beginning to feel that their daughters
Schulzeberge, Jane Shivell and Tish should do something, go into the service
Walker. Monograms were. also awarded in one way or another. In comparison to
to Merille Hewitt, Anne Biggs, Mary such thoughts, "dates or no dates" seems
Pearson, Margie Fay Underhill, Ruth very insignificant.
Jones, and Agnes Grace.
Neka and
We haven't changed in our desire ior
Rinky also received the Gold Pin, the
you to have fun and see the merry side of
highest athletic award which stands for
life, but we want you to think seriously
the greatest achievement in athletics.
about these other things. The boy who
At the close of the banquet, Miss
is giving up euerylhing he wants cannot
Chevraux presented the Varsity as folthink highly of a girl who is self·centered
lows: Right Wing, Rinky McCurdy;
ROANOKE
and
silly. Try to imagine yourself in the
Right Inner, Neka Thomas; Center
BOOK & STATIONERY CO,
Forward, Virginia Lang; Left Inner, Carol jungles of the South Pacific, where you
211-213 First Street, S. W.
be,
if
you
had
been the
would
probably
Froebel; Left Wing, Anne Langford;
ROANOKK, VIIGJIfIA
son we thought you would be.
Right Halfback, Nancy Butcher; Center
SPORTING GOODS
Half, Patsy Ryland; Left Ha1fback,
The three of us owe something to our
Carmen Pettus; Right Fullback, Merille country. Hank and Douglas, and these
Hewitt; Left Fullback, Molly Finn; boys who have died, should not be carryGoalie, Joan Robertson, and as Honorary ing our share of the burden. It is a grave
TINKER TEA HOUSE
Goalie, Kip Milyko.
time,"
is owned and operated by the HolSo ended the fall season and thanks
lins College AlUllllUe Association,
Incorporated. The purpose of the
to Miss Applebee's able coaching, the
tea house is to provide added engame, climaxing the fall sports season,
j oyment to campus life. No persoo
was one of the best to be plaYed on the
Or organization pins profit from
Hollins field.
its business.
The AlUllllUe Association appre_
ciates the loyal support "Tinbr"
rece~ves from the campus COlDmuruty.
Helen Anne (usually shortened to
"H. A. ") Symons is one of the c1ass of
44's three studio art majors. She is on the
War Committee in the capacity of
"propaganda manager," and consequently
she draws most of the posters seen around
campus. Also H. A. is on the Spi1JSur
staff. The land of the frozen North,
Saginaw, Michigan, is where she lives.
Oh, }'es, she is also treasurer of the 1. R. C.
Ruth Jones is another lass from 'way
up north, Buffalo, to be exact. At Hollins,
she is one of Miss Farnsworth's favorite
physicists, and a mathematician 1:&. She
is also an active member of Orchesis.
Ruthie was one of the first members of
the class to be engaged after deciding last
spring that Ned of the Phi Gamma's at
W. and L. was the one for her.
Anne Krueger, commonly known by the
latter, thought aiter the sophomore year that she might like to be a gym teacher,
so slle spent the first h;1lf of her next year
in Boston. But she missed Hollins so
much that she came back at mid-years to
major in Economics.
Krueger is one of her claSs' star athletes.
She is a member of a hockey team and
manager oi basket ball this season. Rid-'
ing, especially in shows all around the
country, is another of her pet loves, and
she is a member oi the Hollins Riding
Club. Incidentally, she is from Cleveland.

t.:'

Food for Thought

Hockey Banquet
is Celebrated
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310 South Jefferson Street

MRS. EVA M. CUMNOCK, '03
Mall4g"
MRS. RUTH C. REEVES, '13
A l _ Executiw S,crdary
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IHeiro~jmos Says I

STUDENTS DISCUSS:

A Course in The Family
ANN

NEAL COLE,

'44

I would be very much interested in a
course in "TheFamily,"to be taught under
the Sociology Department, emphasizing
the historical development of the family
and its contemporary problems.
As a nation, we have tended to become
disjoined from the influences. of o~r
families. The family no longer b10ds us 10
our thoughts and actions. Ralph Barton
. Perry, a distinguished philosopher . at
Harvard expressed in a very charm10g
way this' need for family ties, both in the
family and in the nation. He feels, now
that domestic criminology has been
modernized, the father no longer acts as
chief executioner in dealing with the
major offenses of the child. Psychology
and Freud have dealt him out of the part
of keeping civil order at home. "He remains, of course, as bread winner, choreman and stud-horse. While the mother,
suffering from age disability, is exposed to
the fate of the aged. The general outcome
is that both parents find themselves on the
defensive." Now, we as the children of our
parents and, too, the pupils of our . professors are asking, "Why did you spoil us?
Why didn't you make us take the courses
that were good for us? Why didn't you
give us your solutions of the problems of
life so that we would have some anchorage
and landmark in a world of change?"
Our age is a problem, so they tell us.
and we need the family more today than
ever before to knit us tOgether as a nation.
I definitely feel that even a small, insignificant course in "The Family" would at
least be a factor in the solution of this
age problem.
MARY Lou PAYNE,

'46

The prospects of a course in "The
Family" to be taught under the Sociology
Department should arouse the interest of
eve&'Y girl who expects or hopes to be a
hom
r in the future. Such a course
is es
y timely now since so many
girls are matTYia& d.\l.ring wartime. With
a more thorough knowl
of the historical development of the family and its
contemporary problems, one will be better
fitted to take her place in her own family.
The background of one's family should be
a source of interest and enlightenment as
well as enjoyment. The difficulties of
budget balancing should vanish if the
family bookkeeper is well informed about
current problems. Also the course should
be worth while in that it will help round
our college curriculum. In order that
you can better understand family problems
and, therefore, make for a smoothly
running home, arrange your schedule so
that you can take this new course offered
by the Sociology Department, " The
Family."
LEE STUART,

'46

The suggested course in "The Family"
t o be taught under the Sociology Depart"
ment seems to have created a definite
interest among the students. I, too, am
in favor of this course but with two
reservations. Since the registration in such
a course would undoubtedly be too large
without some restrictions, I think that a
prerequisite of Sociology 20 should be
required of all underclassmen. Such a
background would also be an advantage
in the study of the historic development of
the family.
I also think the greater
emphasis should be placed on contemporary problems to help us solve some of the
many vital issues that will result. from the
present-day crisis.
LANE WINSHIP, '46
'KAKKY ROSBOROUGH,

'46

Being extremely idealistic and not afraid
to admit it, we feel that a course on "The
Family" would be carrying the modern
move a little too far. After all, the family
is an ancient and natural institution which
does not lend itself to being taught from
a book. Isn't it true that every course we
already take should contribute to making
us family successes? With twenty some
years of family life and a college education behind us, we certainly will know
the principles of group living by instinct.

There isn't much more time to help old
Santa with his Christmas list but Heironimus still has some darling things for
all you last pUnute shoppers. Wonderfully warm .. Shi1ly-Challis" pajamas in
red, blue, and brown tattersal check
would make a grand present for either
your roommate or your best friend at
home. For an unusual novelty, too,
Hehonimus has sets of buttons that· they
will make up into qrrings so that you can
MARY TAYLOR, '44
have ear-allure to match your dresses'
cutest ~uttons.
When I first heard about the proposed
Of course everyone needs some new .
course in "The Family," I was inclined to party clothes to get in the holiday' spirit.
think that there were other courses which And Heironimus is just the place to find
are not taught here that . might be more exciting evening dresses. A brand new
valuable. But after talking to Miss Reudi shipment of frilly nets, taffetas, and
about the contents of the course, I have sophisticated crepes to make you look
definitely changed my mind and I feel your partiest best has just come in.
everyone else would agree with me. The -. Then don't forget to save some of your
course is to include a study of the history Christmas money so that you can help
and evolution of the western family as cheer up the long. winter months with
well as the characteristics of the modern some new things every now and . then.
family and problems which the family Heironimus has a beautiful selection of .
faces in the changing world of today. The fur coats and fur pieces that you'll want
historical study of the family is important t o think about.
from the point of the contributions of the
But before we say goodbye for 1943
patriarchial family to our present family Heironimus wants to wish everyone a
customs and women's place in &ociety. most MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A
The family is one of the most significant HAPPY HOLIDAY TIME ...
and universal parts of the social structure
and makes the earliest and most continuous demands upon the individual.
In addition, it is the nucleus of all other
BROS.
social organiZl;).tions, serving as a bridge
Florists
to the community and larger social asFINE FLOWERS
sociations (as all students of Sociology so
well know). The proposed plan of the
Orchids~ .Gardenias, Roses, elc.
course is to also relate the present family
, Colk,. Rep. MISS MARlON PRINCE
problems to social processes and problems
as a whole. For these reasons I feel that a
..•.
c6urse in The Family would not only be an
,
asset t~ those already offered to ' the
Sociology majors but would also be. a
good "general information" course for
everyone.

Of course, the facts of family development through the centuries would be
very interesting, but .that would seem to
be a part of a broader study. Besides,
we just don't agree to learning a pattern
for an undertaking that we want to be
an expression of ourselves.
Why not introduce a course in conversational French?

KIMMERLING

Jewelers

ELIZABETH CHEWNING,

'44

The Student Curriculum Committee
has been interested in having a course
OD The Family at Hollins for a long time.
Each member has studied the catalogues of
other outstanding American colleges and
find that many of them have had such a
cours~ in their curriculum for a number
of years. A few of these colleges are
Radcliffe, Mount Holyoke, Mills; Agnes
Scott, Hood, Goucher, . Wheaton, Wells,
and Wilson.
The Curriculum Committee has also
discovered that a majority of Hollins
girls marry after they complete their
education. There are, especially, a large
number of girls at school who are engaged
now. Since there are so many who will
later have their own families, they will
naturally be interested in a course in
The Family.
If the course is introduced, it will
probably be placed in the .Department
of Sociology, with Sociology 20 as a
prerequisite. This prerequisite will give a
background for girls who are planning. to
take it, and will prevent a crowded class
of girls who are not really interested in
the course.
Although it would not be possible , to
start the course in The Family until next
year at the earliest, I am hoping that it
will soon be introduced in the Hollins
curriculum.

'45

Yes, I'm very much in favor of such a
courSe. Up to this time, the family has
been studied in Sociology 20. But it is
such a big subject that only in a separate
course can it be studied thoroughly.
I think it could certainly be one of the
most important as well as most interesting courses on campus. It is certainly
practical-now and always. Too often
college graduates are well versed in
Science, History, English, and Economics,
but have no idea how to solve the problems of family life. We certainly don't
want to come up lacking in this respect.
So, I say, let's give this new course a trial,
and I'm sure it will be a big success.

MAGAZINE DIGEST, in cooperation with Raymond Paige and his
"Salute to Youth" orchestra, is sponsoring a war aoilg contest in
schools and colleges throughout the United States and Canada. Judgel
Raymond Paige, Frank Sinatra, James Melton, Helen Jepson and An'lnM
Eidus.

'WiD.nen will receive:
1250.00 IN CASH.
A trip to New York for an appearance on "Salute to Youth" (If
tline fadUtles and the individual'. penonallituatlon permit).
Nation-wide publicity and promotion of winninllODI.
All riihts, royalties, and monies resu1tiDc from publication.
Read all about it in the January issue of MAGAZINE DIGEST,
December 25.
;
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WE INVITE

You To Tb OUR

Special Luncheons ~
ANP

Propst-CbiJdress
Shoe Co.

Special Dinners

FINE' SHOES AND HOSIEllY

Served Daily anc;l Sunday in ~
Terrace Dining Room and ~
Conditioned Coffee Shop

Established 1915

Promp, A.tIIfIIitm

'0 MailOrtkrl

DIAL 9269

HOTEL PATIICK HENlY

ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

Uaw Yotw Films lor Devtlopmg
tm4 Prinm.g flliln

Dresses~ HtJIs, Sude ladleu
w.... n..r...... ~ra. ...

MISS BELVA SCHULZE-BERGE

Room 313, East
SDVlCEBY

ROANOKE PHOTO FINISHING

Co.

Roaaoke, Va.

"5IN(3I

1893"

Fi,.e F.mit.r, and FurfiislJifIg's
THURMAN

& BOONE Co.

R"""

Gold and Silver Jewelry
Good SelectionS, $1.00 up
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WItw. B,,''''

PHOTOGRAPHS
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Watcb and Jewel" Repai,

()U 1)tJlldltitJlI ~
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American Theatre Building

VISIT OUR FOUNTAINS

ROANOD, VUGlNIA

ROANOKE

'

LYNCBBuaG

CretIJors of Co"ea Millinery and
Correcl Clolhu for Women

~Of\\i~

410 South Jefferson Street

Roanoke's SO-Year-OW Druc Store

DRUGS-PRESCRIPTIONS

BUY

H. C. BARNES, INC.
2 aud .. Soatb].~ St.
J41l Drwg
N. . .
Wait for How. B. lien I
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·U NITE·D ·

FLOWERS

STATES

For BiJwy OcttUitM

FALLON, Florist .
ROANOKE, VA.

BETTY MARTIN,

Can you write TII.ong of World Far

PAT NEILON,

A,.,.,

SPORTSWEAR
EVENING WEAR
GOURIELLI COSMETICS
FURS
309 South Jefferson Street
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